Jacques West
Computer Technician / Actor
To ensure the jailbreaking rights of Apple iDevices, Android devices, Windows phone or Tablets,
BlackBerry Tablets or phone, and Video game consoles such as PS3, Xbox 360, and Wii.
Dear Copyright Office,
My name is Jacques West. I would just to like to tell you that I greatly support the act of jailbreaking on
Video Game Consoles, MP3 Players, and Cellular. If you buy a house, you are entitled to it right? You are
allowed to paint it, make holes in the walls, put doors in it where there never was, right? And you don’t
hear, or want to hear from the police saying “Hey! You there! You’re not allowed to replace your
doorknob with a newer, nicer looking doorknob! That is against the Law” What they should very well say
is “Hey! You there! Why are you STEALING those doorknobs?!?” See that is illegal. Not upgrading your
property the way you want to.
Why? Because it is your property, that you have rights to and have the right to do whatever you please
on the property (Figuratively). Without jailbreaking, we can’t do this. You see, jailbreaking allows you to
let the device be who YOU are. And to make it not look, act, and feel the same way it does with the
other 900 million devices out there. To be able to add functionality to the phone that never was there
before. So that the customer can let the device reach its full potential.
We were so happy to hear that jailbreaking was made legal. It should’ve always been legal. Now we hear
that this ruling is set to expire?!? Yes I realize the piracy issue. So ban the illegal stuff. Not the ability to
change, customize, and modify your own property. If this becomes the issue, what’s the point of owning
devices and paying the FULL amount while we are paying for the FULL amount but we only have half
access to our own stuff?
It’s just not right, and I think you guys, as humans, can understand where I’m coming from. I understand
where you guys are also coming from. You guys want to STOP the ONLINE PIRACY ACT. To stop the
stealing from hard working developers and from Apple, Samsung, Microsoft, EA Games, Treyarch and
many more.
Thank you for your time, and I do hope that you review this carefully and think about not making
jailbreaking illegal and all the people it would effect.
Yours Truly,
Jacques West
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